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Introduction

Welcome to R-Wave ERP, your ultimate solution for optimizing business operations. This guide
will provide you with detailed insights into the various integration methods available for R-Wave
ERP, highlighting the benefits that make R-Wave ERP the perfect choice for your enterprise.

Twin Implementation
Twin integration involves running the new R-Wave ERP system alongside the existing system
for a period of time. This parallel operation allows users to familiarize with the new system while
still relying on the old one.

What is the best practice? Create a timeline for the parallel run

Clone Implementation
Clone integration refers to creating an exact copy of the current system’s data and processes in
the new R-Wave ERP system. This approach minimizes the risk of data loss and ensures that
all historical data is preserved.

What is the best practice? Test the clone before going live

Migration Implementation
Migration is the process of transferring data from the old system to the new R-Wave ERP. This
method is often used when a complete switch from the old system to the new one is necessary.

What is the best practice? Make switch during low-activity periods

Big Bang Implementation
Big Bang implementation involves switching from the old ERP system to the new R-Wave ERP
system in one go. This approach is suitable for organizations that can afford a short downtime
and want to avoid the complexity of running two systems concurrently.

What is the best practice? Train the staff before the switch
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Hybrid Implementation
Hybrid implementation is a combination of waterfall and agile methology, that is a combination of
clone and twin where each phase must be completed before the next begins and going live in a
structured way.

What is the best practice? Tailor the approach by company needs

The R-Wave Adoption
Twin integration and paralel use with phasing of module by module and then make a switch
when the new ERP System is operational and the staff is ready for a soft switch to the new
system in part or fully.

What is the best practice? Modules implementation plan

Benefits of R-Wave ERP

1. Streamlined Operations: Simplify and automate complex business processes.
2. Enhanced Decision-Making: Access real-time data to make informed decisions.
3. Improved Collaboration: Foster better communication and collaboration across

departments.
4. Scalability: Grow your ERP solution in line with your business expansion.
5. Security: Benefit from top-notch security features that protect your data.

Why choose R-Wave ERP

● Comprehensive Support: R-Wave ERP offers extensive support during and after
integration, ensuring a smooth transition.

● User-Friendly Interface: Our intuitive interface ensures quick adoption by users at all
levels.

● Customizable Solutions: Tailor the ERP to meet your specific business needs.
● Proven Track Record: Trusted by numerous businesses across various industries.
● Innovative Features: Continuous updates and new features keep your business ahead

of the curve.
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Conclusion

Integrating R-Wave ERP into your business can transform your operations, making them more
efficient, scalable, and secure. Whether you choose big bang, twin, or hybrid integration,
R-Wave ERP has the cloud solution ready for your company.

Legal Disclaimer

This guide is provided for informational purposes only and does not constitute a legal or binding
agreement. The implementation of R-Wave ERP should be carried out by qualified
professionals, and individual results may vary. R-Wave ERP disclaims any liability for actions
taken based on the information contained in this guide.

Try R-Wave ERP System for free

Go to our website and try the demo version for free when you have time.

Visit www.rwave.eu for more information.
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